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Despite an extensive and highly successful career at La Scala and the Teatro Colón spanning 
seventy operatic roles over twenty-five years, Argentinian spinto soprano Hina Spani (1890-
1969*) was not especially active in the recording studio and her entire recorded legacy of thirty-
eight tracks has been collected and remastered here by Ward Marston on his own label. In 
addition to performing a wide range of operatic roles, Spani had a vast concert repertoire, 
represented here by the fifteen tracks of songs on the second disc. Her comparative neglect today 
is mainly due to the fact that she never sang anywhere in the English-speaking world except on 
tour in Australia with company members of La Scala. As a bonus, we ae given six tracks by 
another of the greatest sopranos of that era, her spinto contemporary Giannina Arangi Lombardi. 

We need to remember that we are listening here to discs made with technology now a hundred 
years old, at the end of the acoustic era and just at the start of the electrical system – the latter 
being still a hybrid process. That comparatively primitive technology was always better suited to 
capturing voices than orchestras and what we have here is, after remastering, pretty listenable, 
with a will… 

I would echo the same faults and virtues Spani evinced as noted by J. B. Steane in his 
masterwork The Great Tradition: a sometimes rather wayward, fast, even tremulous vibrato, the 
absence of a proper trill and the occasional uncertainty of intonation are all apparent – but we 
also hear a formidable interpretative acumen, a slim, ductile, but penetrating tone of power and 
amplitude, and – here I will once again beat my lonely drum – a properly developed lower 
register which anchors her pure, almost disembodied top notes. There are moments in the more 
distraught sections of arias where she throws herself into the drama of the words and music in 
almost reckless fashion; she is never a bland singer. The same is true of the climaxes to the two 
Dvořák Gypsy Songs where she really lets rip. 
 
Her ”Vissi d’arte” and “La mamma morta” are the most impressive arias here – such is the 
power of her spinto soprano that it creates a little distortion on loud, high notes in the latter; the 
climactic high B followed by the full lower-register low G are tremendously exciting. Butterfly 
was by all accounts a favourite role and she is one of those rare sopranos who can sound both 
girlish and sufficiently weighty to encompass the searing outpouring of despair in “Tu, tu, 
piccolo iddio”. 

Zenatello, however,  is appalling as Otello, as the notes, quoting the disapproving New York 
critic W.J. Henderson, point out; he is squeezed, hard and nasal, often devoid of a proper vibrato 
and incapable of singing softly. Her tenor in the Cavalleria duet is hardly much better – he, too, 



is nasal, bleaty and effete – entirely unsuitable as Turiddu. Clearly, despite my complaints about 
the decline evident in modern singing, not everything in the Golden Age was ideal. Apollo 
Granforte in the Pagliacci duet is so much better – true to his name in nominally determinative 
fashion, he is grand and often forte but also capable of singing tenderly. In many ways, I enjoy 
this track as much as anything here; unfortunately, the recording level is quite low. 
 
Spani’s versatility is demonstrated by her poised and passionate singing of the two arias 
from Lohengrin – in Italian, it is true, but with the kind of Italianate legato Wagner himself 
hoped for. 
 
The final section of the Spani recital encompasses songs from Caccini through Brahms and 
Dvořák to Spanish songs by such as Granados and contemporary Argentinian composers, sung 
with taste and delicacy. Perhaps the most familiar is Parisotti’s “Se tu m’ami” (previously 
attributed to Pergolesi), understandably favoured by divas of Spani’s era and many since. The 
slinky, languorous quality of the Spanish songs bring out the smoky mezzo tint to Spani’s 
soprano and the various chamber orchestra accompaniments to them come through more 
pleasingly than in the larger orchestral numbers. 

Giannina Arangi Lombardi made four complete opera recordings which have long since been a 
gold standard; you may read my appraisal of her Elena, Gioconda and Aida in my surveys 
(Mefistofele; La gioconda; Aida). Only the latter is represented here  by “Qui Rhadames verrà!” I 
quote from that Aida survey: “Giannina Arangi-Lombardi (teacher of Leyla Gencer) had one of 
the most beautiful voices of all time: a rich, velvety lower register (she retrained from mezzo) 
and sonorous top notes. She was a classically elegant singer, sometimes a tad placid but 
unfailingly musical. There is bell-like clarity to her sound without a hint of shrillness and the 
selection of arias in the recital following the opera is alone worth the modest price of the three 
discs. Her one fault is that she occasionally sings slightly flat but she has so many virtues, 
including a perfect trill.” I honestly consider her to be the greater singer – her pianissimi and 
crescendi are breath-taking and she has a proper trill – and there is certainly nothing placid about 
the conclusion to her “Morrò, ma prima in grazia” (Un ballo in maschera) which is, if anything, 
even better than Spani’s – and the same is true of the Aida aria, so these bonus “filler” arias are a 
very welcome addition. 
 
The 36-page booklet, liberally laced with portrait photographs, contains extensive, highly 
informative and well-written notes by Tully Potter and Michael Aspinall on the lives and 
recorded legacies of both the artists featured here; proper essays rather than the puffs and blurbs 
which sometimes try to pass for guidance in some recent, glossy issues from the big labels. (A 
small listing issue: track 8 of CD 1 is listed as “Sombre forêts” which is bad French; it should be 
the singular “forêt”, but Arangi Lombardi is in any case singing the Italian version, “Selva 
opaca”. The same goes for the aria from Massenet’s Manon; it is not “Adieu notre petite table” 
which is sung, but “Addio, o nostro piccol desco”.) 
 
Ralph Moore 
 
*some sources give her birth date as 1896 but in typical diva fashion, Spani took six years off her 
age. 


